
 

Guillermou

Humanity is subjected to a prolonged covid that is not e�ciently treated and "vaccines" against C-19 that

cause all types of pathologies and deaths. It is a dystopian world where the goal is the pro�ts of large

pharmaceutical corporations and institutions subject to corruption. Adopting an effective early treatment

protocol is the most important way to prevent long COVID, which can be very di�cult to treat. As usual,

the CDC is clueless about the prevention evidence hiding in plain sight. Most doctors will follow CDC

advice as long as COVID remains an issue. kirschsubstack.com/p/how-to-prevent-long-haul-covid-

symptoms?utm_sourc..  ( 03/18/2024).-- The FDA settled with us on ivermectin because they knew they

were going to lose.

By PIERRE KORY, pierrekorymedicalmusings.com/p/the-fda-settled-with-us-because-they?ut..  (

03/22/2024).-- TO CALIFORNIA SYMPOSIUM. Dinner with Drs. Pierre Kory, Ryan Cole, and Brian Hooke

petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/a-california-symposium?utm_source=cro..  (02/04/2024)

Investigative journalist Mary Beth Preiffer and PIERRE KORY helped by actuarial expert Mary Pat

Campbell, published an Op-Ed about the recent alarming rise in cancers among young people like

Princess Kate. pierrekorymedicalmusings.com/p/we-published-an-op-ed-on-the-unpreceden..

 (03/27/2024).--
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juststeve

Professor, the Powers that Be are �nding themselves between a rock and a hard place. From their

viewpoint they cannot give quarter, not one inch as to the truth of it all. Yet the C-19 Planned Panic

has exposed the Corporate/Financial Institutions Capture of everything from soup to nuts. The cold,

hard, destructive agendas, and results of them are being seen in our everyday lives. The loss of lives

each day. Our suffering and reality do not match their rhetoric and the awareness is showing up

despite their efforts. There must be Panic At the Disco as the public is showing about a 10%

compliance with the Jab Boosters and even a drop in the regular Vaxx rates.

Kirsch, Kory, Malik are beginning to be seen and heard in places taboo to them just a few short years

ago. With the new data showing the explosive Turbo Jab Cancers, obituaries �ooded with the young,

people are abandoning the Powers that Be's New Math and discovering the Old Math where one plus

one indeed equals two. As the Messaging Machine continues to stick to their program, it is exposing

how the same is being applied elsewhere throughout all the areas of our lives and how destructive it is

to all and everything. These cracks open the door for the possibility to remove and replace the Death

Eaters and their Agenda.
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Guillermou

Very true Just, This phrase is a quote from Bill Gates..."If the global public is not scared enough by

Covid, perhaps a newer, more effective killer will "get their attention." There is nothing like personal

experience for get out of complacency and hypnosis... Many people live tormented by fears that come

from ideas and beliefs that they have acquired throughout their lives: bad experiences, traumas or

fears that have been transmitted to them by parents or caregivers, a incorrect learning to manage

anxiety and some other causes may be at the base of these fears.

Facing them is not always easy, fundamentally because the �rst step to confront them is to recognize

them and that, sometimes, is painful or something that is avoids. In fact, avoidance behavior is one of

the most frequent and least useful responses to face fears. When you avoid facing something, you are

giving it more importance and value, you are encouraging it to become bigger and, as As a result, it

generates more fear and more avoidance. Inadequate vaccine safety surveillance systems

“jeopardized the safety and health of Americans during COVID-19,” according to evidence uncovered

during a hearing last week by the House Select Subcommittee.

of the United States on the Coronavirus Pandemic. Rep. Brad Wenstrup (R-Ohio), chairman of the

subcommittee, said last month's hearing revealed that the government was unprepared for "this

massive wave of reporting to its surveillance systems and claims to its compensation programs."

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaccine-injury-systems-jeopardized..  (03/25/2024).-
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juststeve

Quite the quote eh Gui? "If the global public is not scared enough by Covid, perhaps a newer, more

effective killer will "get their attention." If we truly had a healthy functioning Media, this jaw dropping

quote would be getting all the attention and not his destructive efforts. This is just one of many mind-

blowing quotes and initiatives pushed by the He must be a genius because he's a multi-billionaire.

Otherwise known as, if you want your paycheck don't tell the emperor he has no cloths.
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Guillermou

Good added complement to express reality, Just. This is also reality: BOMBSHELL: OFFICIAL DATA

FROM GERMANY’S MINISTRY OF HEALTH CONFIRMS THE DEVASTATING IMPACTS OF THE COVID

LOCKDOWNS, “MORE HARM THAN COVID-19” The German Government's Report Con�rms the

legitimacy and validity of the numerous independent scienti�c reports on the alleged pandemic, which

have been the object of censorship www.globalresearch.ca/lockdowns-could-cause-more-harm-than-

covid-19-no..  released-documents-show/5853927 (03/24/2924)--From the remarkable cartoonist

Anne Gibbons, another nonthreatening graphic to spell out what the WHO proposes doing, for all to

grasp in pictures merylnass.substack.com/p/citizens-alert-cartoon?utm_source=post-email-..

 (04/05/2024)
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hgarner2000

I think many people who suffer from these symptoms could never admit that it was caused by the vax. I

know someone myself who has these symptoms, yet admitting the possibility that it was caused by

something they could have avoided seems just too terrible to consider.
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Cabochon

All this information is the work of a real Professor - Robert Clancy. He found similarities between so-

called “long covid” and long vaccination syndrome. He shared his �ndings on the two conditions over

two months ago! Explains why it was necessary to keep checking whether mainstream articles were

talking about the infection or the injection. Same difference! https://youtu.be/-Ea3UwYZnrA
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Almond

The problem is, that, many people who chose to get jabbed were already highly impressionable and eager

to comply. They did not do their own research--at least not more than super�cial. Now that some of these

people are suffering adverse effects from vaxination, esp. among the vaxinated, whose immune system

was destroyed, we once again see a lack of initiative to do thorough research, take action and follow thru.

The answers will not be found by going to see an MD and waiting for him/her to heal you. The system is

broken. Deal with it. It will be up to you to take charge.

Realize that you are pretty much on your own and use that knowledge as a starting point. Do not take

anyone's word for anything, but, as you lay a foundation of logic to build on, prove every fact to yourself.

Avoid misinformation, even if it has long been taught in medical schools. A very wise doctor once told me,

"There is more than one way of doing things (treatment protocols), but they all approach the same goal."

Find your own path. Understand the great power you possess to control your own destiny.
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meehan2661

Elephant in the room is the shedding a real phenomenon? Idk how this will all play out. Keep doing the

best we can with the advice here. I just reread midwestern Doctor post from a few months ago. I can only

speak for myself after I came down with it a few years ago. My immune system isn’t what it used to be. I

work around an elderly population and boosted employees. Time will tell as more is revealed.
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wareagle82

Of course, long vax will be censored. Just like excess deaths have been ignored, along with sudden,

unexplained deaths, the rise in turbo cancers, and all the rest. There is never, ever, ever going to be a

reckoning or the slightest accountability for the people who perpetrated this crime against humanity. I

appreciate what Kory and others are doing, but they are mostly preaching to the choir, much like the

release of the Twitter �les con�rmed what many suspected while those who most needed to hear those

stories either ignored them or attacked the reporters.
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brodiebrock12

ZERO accountability is hands down the greatest existential crisis we face. What amazes me is just

how many people still ask what happened, and why it continues. It's all just "allowed" to continue

unabated. Not a person on the entire planet has remotely been held accountable for what you say in

crimes against humanity...not ONE!
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brodiebrock12

What is not often talked about enough is the normalizing of these side effects historically speaking.

I've said many times, nothing NEW is going on within the church of vaccinology thru the decades in

the greater context. As mentioned in this article the labeling of CFS and myalgic encephalitis were put

into the lexicon post injection agendas past, and people just became sensitized to these diagnostic

labels to be normal in human life. Judy Mikovits talks about this all the time in her books and lectures.

therealdrjudy.com Pretty amazing how nothing really changes, and no one is EVER held accountable.

It's all just "allowed" to continue
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inner

How about 'long vax' effect on people who were shedded upon?
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MysticTuba

The connection I have made is that the symptoms of MCAS, long covid, and long vax, are exactly the

same. My belief is that those who are susceptible to mast cell disregulation (I have had problems with that

my entire life and I'm 74) are among those hardest hit. Even �ccc.net has drawn the parallel between

MCAS and long covid. Since no one has yet found a solution to MCAS, it's no surprise that no one has

found a solution to the other two, since they appear to be identical. What I can say is that I got tremendous

(but far from complete) symptom relief from an *accurate" low histamine food list, the one on

mastcell360 dot com. Sufferers of the other two might get similar bene�ts. With MCAS, DNRS is also

helpful although people tend to interpret that recommendation as being gaslighted and told it is all in their

head -- when what is being recommended is help for something that is NOT all in their head but which can

be helped by how they use their head.
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jer66298

The Plandemic was a democide plan to Win an Election. Fear, Propaganda, Deception—We the People

have been duped. Thank you Dr. Mercola for your Exceptional Video. I try to share your advice to family

and friends, But I get little buy in. I’m puzzled and confused about others’ blocking Real Information, and

why are you labeled GOV’s #1 threat?—My hypothesis is: The jab was not only Democide, but, also, Mind

Control for the Survivors.
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dude01

When I �rst heard the term long covid, it was told to me by a woman who had recently received the jab.

Within a week to 10 days after receiving it, she lost her sense of smell and taste (3+ years now). I told her

that the shot was ineffective because she suffered the loss of those two senses. She insisted on believing

the term “long covid” that was told to her by her doctor. The doc said that she apparently had dormant

covid at the time of the jab. I told her that it was my belief that the term “long covid” was created to cover

up for the inability of the jab to do its job. She didn’t buy it. The doctors ruling was gospel in her opinion.
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Guillermou

Very sad Dude. And we have the innocent children with their whole lives ahead of them. 585 MILLION

KILLED OR INJURED AND MASSIVE HARM TO PREGNANT WOMEN BY COVID INJECTIONS, DOCTOR

SAYS PLACING AMERICAN MEDICAL ORGANISATIONS ON NOTICE expose-

news.com/2024/03/04/585-million-killed-or-injured/?cmid=69d5551..  (03/24/2014).---
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drj8092

I keep seeing the cost of these diseases and problems as an indication of how bad of a situation exist,

however I am sure that to the powers that control such things that those number represent pro�ts, not

human disease and suffering. So the very reason we have the problem is it's cost, it's not a distractor at

all. Sorry for sharing such a cynical view.
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